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P E E P A C E . 

The Tolume for 1872 is the sixth year of the publication 
of the Year Book and Almanac of Canada. 

The publishers are again happy to announce that it con
tinues to be received with increasing favour, not only in 
British America, but in G-reat Britain, the United States and 
in distant parts of the British Empire, being everywhere 
quoted for public information respecting the Dominion. 

The object of the Publishers, from the first, has been to 
make this work an annual hand-book of public information 
of common interest; which it is not only desirable but ne
cessary that all parts of the Dominion should have of each 
other, for the proper working of the Union. 

The greatest possible pains have been taken to secure 
accuracy of statement; and statements published in the Year 
Book may be accepted as being as accurate as those officially 
published in blue-books. This and convenience of reference 
?re primary objects of the publishers. 

The information of public matters of interest which the 
Year Book contains is not anywhere else grouped together in 

:any existing publication. 
The publishers believe that the present volume may b3 

accepted with the same confidence by the public as its pre
decessors have been. 
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1 T H E INDEX, will be found at the end of the reading matter . 

fl&- NOTICE—Back numbers of the Year Book, m a y be obtained on application to 
ibe publishers, containing a continuous record of public events in Canada for the last 
•six years. 

^ ^ ~ A n y Advertisement [sent to the Year Book, not received in t ime for the first 
•edition, will be inserted in all subsequent editions of this year, and in the first edition of 
next ypar, so thati i , will obtain one clear year's insertion. 

flSBT From having a larger circulation than any other publication In the Dominion, 
oxtending to all parts, it offer* the greatest advantages to advertisers. 


